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ALSTOR 840H
The most agile harvester in the class!

This fantastic harvester exceeds the expectations with its agility, 
manoeuvrability and stability. It is based on the Alstor 840pro with the 
same driveline and engine with a completely new rear chassis. With 
a shorter wheelbase, the harvester has a much smaller turning radius 
and is experienced as incredibly smooth in dense thinning. The 840H is 
very stable thanks to a low centre of gravity, the placement of the crane 
and 4 removable counterweights. The crane is a Mowi P25 with 5.2 
meters reach mounted on a tilt plate. The crane tilt means that you can 
access trees you thought were impossible to reach. Our Parker electro 
proportional control system with mini levers is standard. It uses our 
own developed software for the Tapio 160 harvester head were you get 
several smart and user-friendly functions to optimize the work fl ow.

Alstor 840H comes with a high base level of equipment such as: 10 LEDs 
on the cab and crane boom lighting, bullbar, saw holder, tool box and 
27 ”wheels. Optional extra equipment includes Air Conditioning, Diesel 
Heater and Diameter measurement with volume calculation.

Length: 4.50 m
Width: 1.65m
Service weight: 3700kg
Engine: 3-Cyl Diesel 25 hp
Electrical system: 12v, Generator 60 A
10 LED lights on the cabin and crane boom lighting.
Rear view camera with 7 ”screen.
Transmission: Hydrostatic transmission with lockable diff erentials
front & rear, constant 8 wheel drive. High and low gear.
Brakes: Travel brake via the transmission, atomatic parking brake.
Steering: Power steering orbitrol, folding steering wheel,
reverse control / dual command by default.
Tires: 27x10.5-12, 8-layer
Speed: 0-15 km / h
Crane: Mowi P25 parallel crane 5.2m / 400kg lifting force.
Electro proportional control system.
Crane tilt: Tilt angle +25 to -12 degrees.
Harvester head: Tapio 160. Cutting diameter 25 cm. Weight 215 kg.
Length measurement and proprietary software. Includes 920kg counter-
weights.
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